The schedule for the Wisconsin Pavement Marking Materials test deck will not be installed this year in Wisconsin as originally planned. As a result, the PMM Panel felt the PMM Test Deck frequency and locations should be discussed. The following points were discussed:

- Wisconsin will install their test deck in 2007
- AASHTO does not want the PMM Test Decks to have any year when materials are not installed
- Need a consistent rotation in PMM Test Decks to provide a predictable expectation for the States that use NTPEP and the Industry
- A three year testing cycle with existing host States would introduce a gap in material installations
- The PMM Panel needs participation from a southwest State
- Colorado is already doing their own test deck
- Florida is considering participating as a PMM test deck
- Any new test deck States would be required to test according to the most recent approved PMM Work Plan
- It was decided that if Colorado and Florida could be added as PMM Test Decks, the following schedule would provide the most benefit to States that use NTPEP data:
  
  2008 – Pennsylvania and Florida  
  2009 – Mississippi and Utah  
  2010 – Wisconsin and Colorado

- This schedule allows each state to install a test deck every three years and provides regional data to benefit the nation
- Kuniega will work with Florida to coordinate a test deck installation in 2008
- McGough will approach Colorado about participating in a test deck installation in 2010
- Since Utah will not be installing a test deck in 2008, they can work with Mississippi in 2008 to prepare for their next test deck in 2009 in an effort to provide better consistency across all test decks